Secrets from the Support Vaults
---March 27, 2018---
In today’s episode

• Welcome to my library
• Form an orderly list, please!
Welcome to my library
(on how to please your OCD in pdfToolbox)
Terminology

• Profiles
  – Checks
  – Fixes

• Process plans
  – Profiles, checks, fixes
  – Actions

• All other sorts of support files
Problem

• How do I keep track of things related to a project?
• How do I separate production and development versions?
• How do I transfer everything to another system?
Solution

• Libraries
  – 5 default ones
  – As many custom libraries as you need
Let's have a look!
Form an orderly list

(It’s not because you’re variable, that you can’t be in an orderly list...)
Terminology

• Variables
  – Simple variables
  – JavaScript variables

• User interaction
  – Simple variables are asked for at run-time
    • Usually as an edit field
    • But also possible to provide a list…
Let's have a look!
That’s it folks!
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